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Features

8 Universes (4096 canales) through ArtNet
2 Universes DMX directos
10 Physical Playback faders
40 Virtual Playbacks faders
4 Adjustable Encoders

1000Mbps Gigabit Ethernet
Up to 3 simultaneous connections (3 screens)
In-built display
MIDI & OSC support
Powerful Web based app
2 kensington lock holes

Mobile and multiplatform lighting system

Light Shark LS1

Itʼs only necessary to connect the LS-1 through a web browser from the external device. In this way, the hardware 
is only dedicated to DMX processing and the entire graphical interface, which usually consumes a lot of proces-
sing capacity, is made independent in the mobile device through a web server that resides in the LS-1. This allows 
not only independent DMX processing of the wireless graphic processing but also connected several screens (up 
to 3) to the LS-1 and in this way the full power of the console is squeezed with 3 separate screens for fast manage-
ment.

LS1 is a new concept of lighting console control. LS1 carries the LightShark platform in its "brain", for its control of 
navigation by mobile devices via WEB, that is, LS1 is a fully functional console, with the necessary hardware for 
fast and intuitive use (faders, encoders, buttons,  LCD display...) and that all its graphical interface passes a being 
rendered on any mobile device, well like an iPad, Android, Windows, Tablet, or SmartPhone. 
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Light connector: XLR3
Ethernet connector: Etherconn
Power connector: Speakon 
USB charge load capacity: 5V/4A

8 DMX Universes
In build Display
Fully ConfigurableUp to 4096 Fixtures
10 Main PlayBacks
30 Wings Faders
Supports Industry standard Artnet
In-Built Fixture EditorIn-Built Fixture Editor
WiFi & 10/100 Ethernet
In-Built Web Server App
MIDI & OSC support
Up to 3 Simultaneous connections

Technical Data

Dimmensions (WxHxD): 430x334x94 mm
Weight: 3.6 Kg
Power supply: 90-240V 50/60Hz 
DMX connectors: XLR3 & XLR5 both outputs

Mobile and multiplatform lighting system

Light Shark LS1

LS-1 supports up to 4096 channels, ie 8 DMX universes, two of them via direct DMX and the rest via ArtNet. The 
console has a support at the top to accommodate a Tablet. Its size has been designed for a maximum width of two 
iPad mini in landscape or an iPad Pro or a Microsoft Surface Pro 3/4.

OnOn the back of the console are the DMX outputs, the ArtNet output, an XLR connector for a LED goose neck, 2 USB 
connectors, one for data and one for powering a mobile device (5V / 4A max), two slots for Kensington padlocks 
and a Powercon power connector. In addition, LS-1 adapts to the latest control standards as it supports the latest 
generation of ArtNet and OSC. LS-1 already incorporates a huge number of luminaires from most manufacturers 
and if not listed the LightShark platform has an embedded editor for editing by the user.

The compact format of the LS1 allows to transport it very easily even in an airplane as it perfectly meets the stan-
dard of baggage in hand.
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